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Phase I

Phase I contained the first implemen-
tation of the elevator model logic as 
well as loading all of the project data 
for the Quartz model (250  kg) in the 
respective data structures. The eleva-
tor manufacturer hired an external 
Server for this project so they could 
continually update and add product 
data to the project. Due to the low re-
quirements from DigiPara Liftdesigner 
Automation, they had a sufficient and 
simple cost-effective model. 

Phase II

Phase II started in September 2013. 
All the data created in July & August as 
sent to LM Liftmaterial. Afterwards, 
they received 10 days of DigiPara Lift-
designer Automation training. After the 
training, all employees were required 

The company „LM Liftmaterial“ locat-
ed in Munich, Germany just climbed 
to the next level. Fully automated 
drawings for the new machine-room-
less Homelift Type Quartz can be in-
stantly designed with the help of Di-
giPara Liftdesigner Automation. At LM 
Liftmaterial, performance and cus-
tomer satisfaction are one of their 
first priorities. As a result of this, they 
are continuously looking for new ideas 
and products to optimize their own 
work processes.

Challenges

With the launch of new products for 
the machine-room-less Homelift Type 
Quartz, which includes special require-
ments such as variable Cabin sizes, 
single sided and adjacent entrance and 
also through cars LM Liftmaterial was 
searching for software to create fully 
automatic drawings. Up to now, stand-
ard production always involved a con-
siderable amount of time, which affect-
ed the speed of the Sales process. 

”Today, manual drawings are in de-
mand but they are too time-consum-
ing. Therefore, we can’t expect our 
customers in 2014 to accept this.“ 
(Wolfgang Bundlechner, Director Lo-
gistics LM Liftmaterial)

LM Liftmaterial found DigiPara, one of 
the world’s leading providers of CAD 
software solutions for elevator and 
escalator  drawings . With the software 
DigiPara Liftdesigner Automation, true-
to-scale elevator drawings are generat-
ed fully automated within seconds. A 
big advantage is that sales can react 
quickly due to the integration of SAP 
and other ERP systems. At the same 
time drawings are standardized, which 
reduces the amount of drawing errors. 
With many years of extensive experi-
ence and references, DigiPara Liftde-
signer Automation is quickly convinc-
ing. As a result, the project ”Automated 

drawings for the machine-room-less 
Homelift Type Quartz“ was ordered.

Realization

DigiPara started the project in the mid-
dle of 2013. The project was split up in-
to 4 phases.

Drawing Automation for Homelift  
Type ”Quartz“

Manual drawings are in 
demand but they are too 
time-consuming. 

”Our goal is that every 
customer can add and 
maintain their own 
products  in DigiPara 
Liftdesigner  without any 
intervention  from us.“

Installation drawing created with DigiPara Liftdesigner Automation

Machine-room-less Homelift Type Quartz

UK
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to independently use DigiPara Liftde-
signer Automation for all elevator data 
enhancements and adjustments as 
well as logic & changes to sheet tem-
ples for any of the Quartz models 
(315  kg, 385 kg, 500 kg). This one 
important  aspect played a crucial role 
in DigiPara’s company philosophy. 
”Our goal is that every customer can 
add and maintain their own products 
in DigiPara Liftdesigner without any 

intervention  from us.“ (Andreas Fleisch-
mann, President DigiPara)

Phase III

In October, DigiPara and LM Liftmate-
rial meet to get an overview of the 
product implementation. Additional 
adjustments were also discussed in de-
tail for installation drawings. Further-
more, model specific adjustments and 
a test phase were successfully com-
pleted by the middle of November. 

Phase IV

In the final phase of the project, end of 
last year, the developed Quartz config-
uration project with drawing automa-
tion using DigiPara Liftdesigner Auto-
mation was officially launched. The 
project was finished successfully. With 

the use of DigiPara Liftdesigner Auto-
mation, the sales processes are now 
accelerated and optimized. Now all 
Quartz elevator drawings from LM Lift-
material are created fully automated. 
With such a successful and profession-
al implementation of this project, ex-
pect a long lasting working relationship 
between the two companies. 

”The outcome is phenomenal. I can 
also  already imagine using drawing 
automation  for existing elevator 
models  through the use of DigiPara 
Liftdesigner Automation.“ (Wolfgang 
Bund lechner, Director Logistics LM 
Lift material) 

LM Liftmaterial GmbH,  
D-85652 Pliening

”With such a successful 
and professional imple-
mentation of this project, 
expect a long lasting work-
ing relationship between 
the two companies”.




